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The electron, hole, and exciton spectra in the strained quantum-dot molecule consisting of three vertically
arranged type-II InP/ In0.49Ga0.51P self-assembled quantum dots are modeled by thek ·p theory. For the sake of
simplicity, we consider dots of cylindrical shape, but take into account the anisotropy of the strain through the
continuum mechanical model. For thick spacers, the strain leads to an upward shift of the lowest energies in all
explored electron shells, but for spacers thinner than, say, thecoupling length, the quantum mechanical
coupling prevails, and downward shifts are observed. The magnitudes of both the energy shift and the coupling
length vary with the quantum-dot height. For the holes, the interplay of strain and mixing enables binding at
larger distances than for the electrons. The overlap of the hole clouds is basically established by means of the
light holes, which are confined by the strain in the spacer between the dots and may efficiently couple the
heavy-hole states, which are localized inside the quantum dots. Similar to electrons, the exciton lowest-energy
states of different angular momenta, as computed by an exact-diagonalization approach, exhibit overshoots on
the single-quantum-dot levels. Good agreement is found with experiment on the spatial location of electrons
and holes in the triple-quantum-dot molecules.
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I. INTRODUCTION

A great deal of interest has been recently devoted towards
exploring quantum dots, where the electrons are confined in
all three spatial directions, like in atoms.1,2 Various tech-
niques have been used to produce tiny islands of quantum
dots, but the Stranski-Krastanow growth mode, which en-
ables quantum dots to self-assemble, seems to be the most
promising contender for technologies of the future, as
lasers,3 optical amplifiers,4 photonic detectors,5 resonant tun-
neling devices,6 or memory elements.7 Moreover, it was
demonstrated that the strain fields promote growth of one
self-assembled quantum dot(SAQD) directly above
another,8,9 resulting in stacked quantum dots. The states of
individual dots in these stacks bind in a molecular manner, as
demonstrated by the splitting of the single-quantum-dot
(SQD) levels into multiplets composed of bonding and anti-
bonding states. In quantum-dot molecules made of etched
quantum dots, a parabolic confinement potential, for which
the shell structure is described by Hund-like rules,10,11is usu-
ally assumed when computing the electronic structure. It
turns out, however, that for SAQD’s, where nonuniform
strain, which arises from the lattice mismatch between the
dot and the matrix, is inherently present, such simple para-
bolic model potentials are of limited validity.

By using the single-band model applied to the conduction
band, Fonsecaet al.12 explored the influence of strain and
piezoelectric fields on the energy levels in pyramidal
InAs/GaAs quantum dots. The splitting of the energy levels
was demonstrated in quantum-wire structures formed by pe-
riodically repeating InAs/GaAs quantum dots in the vertical
direction.13 Recently, Schliwaet al.14 performed calculations
of the hole and exciton levels in InAs/GaAs double-dot mol-
ecules by means of the 838 multibandk ·p theory. Anti-
bonding behavior of the ground hole levels for spacers thin-

ner than about 5 nm was found. More recently, the 838 k ·p
model was employed to calculate the electronic structure in
stacks of truncated pyramidal InAs/GaAs quantum dots in
an external electric field.15 In InP/ InGaP SAQD’s, which
attracted less attention, a heuristic model was proposed
which claims to be able to qualitatively account for magne-
tophotoluminescence measurements.16 According to this
model, the electrons are localized inside the dots, while the
holes are located in the spacers. Recent experiments per-
formed on larger InP/ InGaP quantum dots than in Ref. 16
indicate that the multiparticle states are considerably affected
by the size of the dot,17 which should also occur in quantum-
dot molecules when the spacer thickness varies.

In this paper, we go beyond the heuristic predictions of
Ref. 16, with the aim of providing a consistent explanation
of the spatial localization of electrons, holes, and excitons in
stacks composed of disk-shaped quantum dots. We will con-
sider quantum-dot molecules consisting of three cylindrical
InP quantum dots embedded into the In0.49Ga0.51P matrix.
For the case of a thin single InP/ InGaP quantum dot, we
recently found that thez projection of the total angular mo-
mentum of the ground hole level amounts to 3" /2, while
considerable localization of the light holes outside the dot
near the interface between the dot and matrix switches thez
projection of the total angular momentum in the ground state
to " /2 as the height of the dot increases.18 Without strain, the
InP/ InGaP quantum dot is a type-II structure, but the strain
reverts the band alignment to type I. Because of the small
value of the valence band offset, experimental verification of
the type of the band alignment is not an easy task, but as
confirmed by recent single-band calculations for InP/ InGaP
SAQD’s, the exciton energy levels are not considerably af-
fected by the assumed type of the band alignment.19 In our
approach the strain distribution is extracted from the con-
tinuum mechanical(CM) model, which was solved numeri-
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cally using the finite-element method. InP and InGaP are
large-band-gap semiconductors, which allows us to consider
the conduction band(CB) and the valence bands(VB’s)
separately. Both the electron and hole Hamiltonians are sim-
plified to axially symmetric forms. We follow the electron,
hole, and exciton states in symmetric stacks of three strained
dots as they evolve from the respective SQD states. In order
to calculate the exciton states, an exact-diagonalization ap-
proach, able to properly take into account both the coupling
and symmetry, is employed. Finally, we compare the theory
for symmetrical quantum dot stacks with the experimental
results of Ref. 16.

The aim of the present paper is to indicate trends of how,
e.g., the exciton energies vary with the interdot distance in
vertically coupled quantum dots. For example, we found that
the quantum-dot molecule undergoes a type-I to type-II tran-
sition as a function of the interdot distancesdd. Furthermore,
an interesting interplay between the heavy holes and light
holes is found as function ofd and the hole interdot coupling
is mainly mediated by the light holes. In the present paper,
we restrict ourselves to disk-shaped quantum dots because of
the following reasons:(1) they are the most simple realistic
model with the minimum number of parameters,(2) cur-
rently no detailed knowledge of the shape and alloy compo-
sition of the InP/ InGaP single and stacked quantum dots is
known, and(3) experiments on an ensemble of quantum dots
average out the finer details resulting from the exact shape of
the quantum dots.

The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II the models
used to calculate the strain fields and the single-particle elec-
tronic structure are briefly outlined. The theoretical frame-
works for the exciton states and the oscillator strength are
detailed. The results of our calculation for stacks of three
InP/ InGaP SAQD’s are discussed in Sec. III. Our conclu-
sions are summarized in Sec. IV.

II. MODEL

A. Strain and single-particle electronic structure

The low-lying states of electrons, holes, and excitons are
our main objective; therefore, the thin wetting layers, which
are responsible for the leakage of the zero-dimensional(0D)
states into the two-dimensional(2D) states near the energy
continuum, may be discarded without substantial loss of ac-
curacy. This approximation is found to be harmless for the
low-lying states in InAs/GaAs quantum dots,20,21 and we
expect that this also holds for the present InP/ InGaP quan-
tum dots. By neglecting the wetting layers and adopting
equal distances between the dots, the stacks of three quantum
dots of equal size become symmetric with respect to thez
=0 plane.

A sketch of a triple-dot molecule(TDM) composed of
SAQD’s (shaded areas) separated byd with respect to each
other is displayed in Fig. 1(a), and the grids along thez and
r directions used to compute the strain are shown in Figs.
1(b) and 1(c), respectively. The grid points depend on the
counteri, and they are adopted for the quantum-dot height of
h=3 nm, radius ofR=8 nm, and spacing between the dots of
d=6 nm. The molecules are placed inside a large cylinder of

radiusRt and height 2Hz which is employed to discretize the
displacements by the first-order finite elements onto a non-
uniform grid and to subsequently expand the single-particle
wave functions.18 The Cartesian coordinatesx, y, and z in
Fig. 1 coincide with the[100], [010], and [001] crystallo-
graphic directions, respectively. Furthermore, relying on the
symmetry of the molecule, the strain calculation can be alle-
viated by restricting ourselves to the first octant only.18 Rigid
boundary conditions are imposed for the displacements at the
boundary of the domainsr=Rt ,z=Hzd.

The wave functions of electrons, holes, and excitons are
expanded on the cylinderrøRt, uzuøHz. Referring to the
large band gaps of the constituent materials, the CB electrons
are considered uncoupled from the VB ones, while the mix-
ing between the heavy-hole(hh), light-hole(lh) and the split-
off (so) bands is explicitly taken into account through the 6
36 Pikus-Bir k ·p Hamiltonian.18 In cylindrical quantum
dots, the confining potentials due to the band offsets exhibit
full axial symmetry, which is, however, not the case for all
components of the strain tensor, where a considerable in-
plane anisotropy is found. However, the linear combinations
of the strain tensor components which detrimentally affect
the electronic structure exhibit negligible in-plane aniso-
tropy, which allows us to recast the original CB and VB
Hamiltonians into axially symmetric forms. The axial sym-
metry of the Hamiltonian is additionally imposed by neglect-
ing both the bulk in-plane warping of all VB’s and the shear
strains and averaging the diagonal components of the strain
tensor over the azimuthal angle. The states of the electrons in
the conduction and the valence bands are classified accord-
ing to the z projection of the total angular momentumFz
= f", which is composed of the Bloch zone-center partJz
= j" and the envelope(orbital) part Lz= l". HereFz, Jz, and
Lz and the associated quantum numbers are additionally sub-
scripted bye andh for electrons and holes, respectively. For
the valence band, the states of differentLzh are mixed by the
Hamiltonian, whilele and the electron spinje=s are sepa-
rately good quantum numbers for the electrons. Furthermore,

FIG. 1. (a) Sketch of a triple-dot molecule(TDM) composed of
stacked InP dots(indicated by the shaded areas) of radiusR and
heighth, symmetrically arranged with respect to thez=0 plane and
separated by the InGaP spacer of thicknessd. The simulation area is
given by the large cylinder. The distribution of the grid points used
in the strain calculation forh=3 nm,R=8 nm, andd=6 nm along
the z direction (b) and along ther direction (c).
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the symmetry of the system allows the classification of all
states according to their parity. The VB spinors for the even
and odd states have the forms

Ffh
s+d = 3

Fhh,lh1

s+d

Flh,lh2

s−d

Fso,lh3

s−d

Fhh,lh4

s−d

Flh,lh5

s+d

Fso,lh6

s+d

4, Ffh
s−d = 3

Fhh,lh1

s−d

Flh,lh2

s+d

Fso,lh3

s+d

Fhh,lh4

s+d

Flh,lh5

s−d

Fso,lh6

s−d

4 , s1d

respectively. HereFhh, Flh, and Fso denote hh, lh, and so
envelope functions, the parity is indicated in the superscript,
and lhj s j =1,2, . . . ,6d denotes the orbital momentum of the
VB electron for the givenFzh. We further refer to the VB
states as hole states, keeping in mind that the Hamiltonian is
written for the electrons in the valence band and appropri-
ately taking into account the phases of these envelope func-
tions when calculating exciton states.22

Following Refs. 18 and 23, the eigenstates of the holes are
labeled bynXfh

s , wheres denotes the state’s parity,n is the
principal quantum number for the givenfh and s, and X
denotes the lowestulhu among the six envelope functions of
the holes. As an example, the set of envelope functions
which corresponds to theS3/2

+ shell is

F3/2
s+d = fFhh,0

s+d ,Flh,1
s−d ,Fso,1

s−d ,Fhh,3
s−d ,Flh,2

s+d ,Fso,2
s+d gT. s2d

Therefore,lh1=0, and the lowest kinetic energy belongs to
the heavy holes. In the other example of theS1/2

− shell,

F1/2
s−d = fFhh,−1

s−d ,Flh,0
s+d ,Fso,0

s+d ,Fhh,2
s+d ,Flh,1

s−d ,Fso,1
s−d gT, s3d

the lh2 of the light holes equals zero. We point out here that
the Xfh

± states are Kramers degenerate with theX−fh
7 states,

and therefore they have equally distributed probability den-
sity (PD), computed assFfh

s d†Ffh
s . Because of the spin degen-

eracy, no notion in the symbol for the electron states,le
s, is

given to the total angular momentum(or equivalently the
spin) of the electron.

The dependence of envelope functions on the polar angle
is given explicitly in our axially symmetric approach. As a
consequence, Hamiltonian matrices of order only a few thou-
sand have to be diagonalized, which are considerably smaller
than in a full 3D calculation, where one is forced to handle
matrices of order a few million. We indeed found that the
subtle details related to the piezoelectricity and the shear
strains missing in the axially symmetric model improve the
results for the electron and hole energies by less than a meV,
as also found by Fonsecaet al.12 for larger pyramidal quan-
tum dots. Moreover, the axially symmetric model enables a
simple analysis of the binding of electrons and holes in terms
of strain-mediated effective potentials and orbital momenta
of different Bloch states. With other words, the removal of
axial symmetry due to anisotropy of the strain fields in the
cylindrical quantum dots effectively couples states of differ-
ent orbital momenta of electrons and holes, which makes the
physical interpretation of the results less transparent.

B. Exciton states

The exciton eigenvaluesEexc and eigenfunctionsCexc are
extracted from the Schrödinger equation

sHe − Hh + VCdCexc= EexcCexc. s4d

HereHe andHh are the electron and hole Hamiltonians, re-
spectively, andVC is the Coulomb potential energy,

VC = −
q2

4pee0

1

ur e − r hu
, s5d

where r e and r h denote the electron and hole position, re-
spectively, and the relative permittivitye is taken to be equal
in the two semiconductors. The exciton wave function is
expanded into pairs formed by the zone-center single-particle
electron and hole wave functions,

Cexcsr e,r hd = o
s,jh

Fs,jh
sr e,r hduslu jhl, s6d

wheres denotes the electron spin(↑ or ↓), jh is the magnetic
quantum number of holes andFs,jh

the envelope function of
the exciton. Since the Coulomb potential energy depends on
neither the electron spin nor the hole magnetic quantum
number, it cannot couple states of differents and jh. Further-
more, the whole exciton may be rotated by 2p about thez
axis without modifying its internal structure, which implies
that thez component of the angular momentum,Fzexc=Fze
−Fzh, is a good quantum number for the excitons. The exci-
ton envelope functions are arranged into spinors, which are
for the given electron spins expanded into pairs of electron
and hole envelope functions,

Fexc,ssr e,r hd = 3
Fs,1

Fs,2

Fs,3

Fs,4

Fs,5

Fs,6

4 = o
m

o
n

amn3
Fhm1

Fhm2

Fhm3

Fhm4

Fhm5

Fhm6

4Fen,s, s7d

with the appropriate phases for the holes.22 Here Fhmi de-
notes theith envelope function of themth hole state in the
reduced notation with respect to the one given in Eq.(1), n is
the number of the CB electron state for the given electron
spin s, andamn are the expansion coefficients. The electron
and hole labelsn and m run over thez projections of the
angular momentale andFzh which satisfy

Fzexc= ss+ led" − Fzh, s8d

for the given electron spins indicated in the subscript of the
electron envelope function[see Eq.(7)]. The expansion in
Eq. (6) yields the secular equation
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sEen− Ehm− Eexcddimdkn + o
m

o
n

o
j=1

6

kFhijFekuVCuFhmjFenl = 0,

s9d

where Een and Ehm denote the single-particle electron and
hole energies andd is the Kronecker symbol. The six-
dimensional Coulomb matrix element

kFhijFekuVCuFhmjFenl =E
V

Oesr edOhsr hdVCsr e − r hddr edr h,

s10d

contains overlap(product) functions between different states
of holes and electrons,Oh=Fhij

* Fhmj andOe=Fek
* Fen, respec-

tively. Using Fourier transform and Parseval’s identity, the
six-dimensional integral in Eq.(10) may be simplified to the
three-dimensional integral in Fourier space,

kFhijFekuVCuFhmjFenl =
1

2p3E
Vk

Fes− kdFhskdVCskddk ,

s11d

whereVC=1/see0uku2d is the Fourier transform ofVC, while
the Fourier transforms of the electron and hole overlap func-
tions,Fe andFh, read

F = i ul i−lkueisl i−lkdwk 3 E
0

`

rdrE
−`

+`

dzDsr,zdJul i−lkusktrdeikzz.

s12d

HereDsr ,zd denotes the part of the overlap function which
depends only onr andz, Jul i−lku is the Bessel function of order
ul i − lku, l i and lk are the orbital quantum numbers of the en-
velope functions involved in the overlaps, andwk, kt, andkz
are the cylindrical coordinates of the wave vector in Fourier
space. Hence, the Fourier transforms of the overlap functions
reduce to the complex Fourier transform alongz and the
Hankel transform of orderul i − lku along ther direction.

The four types of electron and hole overlap functions may
be classified according to the parity of the states involved in
the overlaps:Fhij

s+dFek
s+d, Fhij

s+dFek
s−d, Fhij

s−dFek
s+d, and Fhij

s−dFek
s−d. The

specific form of the integral in Eq.(11) classifies the pairs of
electron and hole wave functions into two distinct groups,
one containing pairs of wave functions of the same parity,
Fhij

s+dFek
s+d, Fhij

s−dFek
s−d, which contributes to say, the even exciton

statesssexc= +d, whereas the states of the opposite parity,
Fhij

s+dFek
s−d, Fhij

s−dFek
s+d, take part in the odd-parity excitonsssexc

=−d. Moreover, thek integral in Eq.(11) can be reduced to

kFhijFekuVCuFhmjFenl =
2

p
dlek−lhij,len−lhmjE

0

`

dktktE
0

`

dkz

Gskt,kzd

kt
2 + kz

2 ,

s13d

whereG denotes the product of the Fourier transforms of the
electron and hole pair functions,

Gskt,kzd =HResFhdResFed, sexc= + ,

ImsFhdImsFed, sexc= − .
J s14d

Without the magnetic field, there is a degeneracy with re-
spect to theelectron spin, but thez projection of the total
angular momentum of the exciton depends on the electron
spin; therefore, the exciton states are denoted asnXfexc↑

sexc and
nXfexc↓

sexc for electron spin up and spin down, respectively, and
Fzexc= fexc", while the other symbols have the same meaning
as for the holes, as explained in Sec. II A.

The electron and hole of an exciton recombine in a single
point; therefore, the relevant space for the oscillator strength
is defined byr e=r h=r , which led us to compute

uFexc,su2D
2 =

1

2p
E
0

2p

Fexc,s
† sr ,r dFexc,ssr ,r ddw, s15d

as a reasonable assessment of the spatial localization of an
exciton. Further, we will refer to this quantity as the 2D
exciton probability density(2DPD). In order to assess the
contributions of different valence bands to the exciton states,

pvb,exc=E
V

suFs,isr ,r du2 + uFs,jsr ,r du2ddV s16d

is computed forvb=hh, lh, and so. Here,Fs,i andFs,j denote
the two envelope functions belonging to the designated band.
Integration in Eq.(16) is performed over the domain(r
øRt, uzuøHz), shown in Fig. 1.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The numerical work was done for InP/ InGaP quantum-
dot molecule, which consists of three identical quantum dots
of radiusR=8 nm. For the height, we choose three different
valuesh=2, 3, and 4 nm, while the thickness of the InGaP
spacer in TDM’s varied fromd=0 to 20 nm by steps of
0.25 nm. The material parameters are listed in Table I of Ref.
18. The VB offset taken in our calculation amounts to
−45 meV, as employed in the multibandk ·p calculations for
truncated pyramidal SQD’s.24 The domain displayed as the
large cylinder in Fig. 1 for the TDM has a radius ofRt
=30 nm and height 2Hz=100 nm. For the strain calculation
the grid contains 33 vertices alongw, 65 vertices alongr,
and 101 vertices along thez direction. The nonuniform grid
(see Fig. 1) is required to describe properly the abrupt varia-
tions of the elastic constants at the dot-matrix interface,
where, e.g., the length of the finite elements adjacent to the
interface was taken as low as 0.01 nm. In order to find the
displacements at the grid points, we solve the system of
about 63105 linear equations by the conjugate gradient al-
gorithm.

The electron and hole wave functions are expanded into a
basis consisting of products of 10r-dependent Bessel func-
tions of the appropriate order and 100 sin/cos functions
alongz. Only half of thez-dependent functions are employed
for each parity of the electron states, and the calculation of
the hole states was similarly simplified.18 The Hamiltonian
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matrix for the exciton states was constructed out of a total of
320 pairs of electron and hole wave functions of the states
closest to the band extrema in a restricted range of angular
momenta, which for the electrons was −2, le,2 and for the
holes −9/2, fh,9/2. The exciton states are computed for
both electron spins and five values offexc in the range
−2, fexc,2, where only some of the exciton states are
found to be optically active. The electron and hole states in
the quantum-dot molecules are classified as bonding and an-
tibonding with regard to the position of the SQD energy level
they originated from. For a bonding conduction(valence)
band state in the quantum-dot molecule the energy level is
below (above) the level in the SQD, and vice versa for an
antibonding state.

A. Strain and effective potentials

The influence of the strain on the TDM consisting of cy-
lindrical 3-nm-high InP/ InGaP quantum dots is illustrated in
Fig. 2, where the left panel[Figs. 2(a)–2(c)] shows effective
potentials along sr=0,zd, while the right panel [Figs.
2(d)–2(f)] shows the angular averages of the effective poten-
tials along ther direction. Along thez direction, the effective
potentials in each of the three bands coincide with the re-
spective band extrema.25 In Fig. 2 the effective potentials in
the SQD are compared with those in the TDM’s containing
d=10 and 2 nm thick spacers. Even for the spacer as thick as
d=10 nm, the strain fields around the three dots interact, but
they do not appreciably affect the bottom of the CB within
the dots, which appears almost flat in Fig. 2(a). In other
words, hydrostatic strains within the individual quantum dots
are screened from each other. However, when the distance
between the dots decreases tod=2 nm, the strain lifts and
modifies the shape of the effective potential inside the satel-

lite dots to a triangular form, pushes the effective potential
inside the central dot towards even higher energies, and it
considerably increases the bottom of the CB in the spacer.
Due to the peculiar distribution of the hydrostatic strain, the
CB bottom tends to the bulk value in the InGaP matrix from
below. By reversing the energy axis, one may notice that the
confinement of the heavy holes is modified by the strain in a
similar way as for the CB electrons[see Fig. 2(b)]. But op-
posite to the electrons, the effect of the vicinity of the dots on
the hh band is still present ford=10 nm, which is demon-
strated by the nearly triangular shape of the satellite potential
wells along thez direction and a rather large decrease of the
confinement potential with respect to the SQD case. If the
thickness of the spacer is reduced to 2 nm, the strain shal-
lows further the effective potential wells inside the dots and
increases the height of the barrier for the heavy holes in the
spacer. For the spacers as thin asd=2 nm, the hh effective
potential within the dots is strongly pushed down by the
strain, while the triangular-shaped effective potential wells
near the radial boundary remain. Therefore, the heavy holes
may settle near the radial periphery when the spacer thick-
ness decreases, as indeed was found by an earlier single band
treatment.26 Opposite to heavy holes, light holes are expelled
by the strain to the matrix near the dot-matrix interface in the
SQD, as shown in Fig. 2(c)—i.e., towards the top and bottom
of the quantum dots. Whend decreases, the strain creates an
effective potential well for the light holes in the spacer and
deepens the effective potential wells in the matrix. The bar-
riers for the light holes formed in the dots are lowered and
acquire a triangular shape when the spacing between the dots
decreases. We also want to point out that the strain provides
no confinement in the so band, but based on the strain-
induced mixing between the lh and so bands, a non-
negligible contribution of the so band to the hole states in the
quantum dot is expected.

Figure 3 shows extrema of the effective potentials in the
TDM along thez direction as they vary with the spacing
between the dots. For smalld, the maximum of the CB ef-
fective potential is located in the spacers, but this energy
value decreases withd, eventually becoming lower than the
value of the CB effective potential at the dot-barrier inter-
face. As a consequence, a knee in theVcb

maxsdd curve appears
in the upper part of Fig. 3(a). For h=3 nm, the knee is lo-
cated atd=6.5 nm. By further separating the quantum dots,
the hydrostatic strain at the dot-matrix interface increases
slightly, which in turn produces a slight increase ofVcb

maxwith
d. For thin spacers, the rate of the decrease ofVcb

min, shown in
the lower part of Fig. 3(a), is much larger, but ford
*10 nm theVcb

min becomes rather flat. Hence, we may con-
sider 10 nm as the upper value ofd for which screening due
to strain is present in the TDM’s. The maxima of the hh and
lh effective potentials, shown in Figs. 3(b) and 3(c), cross,
which makes the heavy holes more dominant for thick spac-
ers and the light holes for thin spacers.

B. Electron and hole states

In addition to the vertical confinement, the electrons are
confined laterally by the band offset and the strain(see Ref.

FIG. 2. The angular averaged effective potentials in the triple-
dot molecule(TDM) composed of 3-nm-high quantum dots, along
the z and r axes, are shown ford=2 nm (dashed lines) and d
=10 nm(dotted lines). The SQD case(solid line) is added for com-
parison. The left panel shows variations of the effective potentials
along thez axis: (a) the CB, (b) the hh band, and(c) the lh band.
The right panel shows the effective potentials along ther axis: (d)
the CB,(e) the hh band, and(f) the lh band.
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18 for the study on the confinement in single InP/ InGaP
quantum dots). In the axially symmetric model the electron
energies depend on the orbital momentum, as shown in Figs.
4(a)–4(c) for h=2, 3, and 4 nm, respectively. The lowest-
energy triplets ins, p, andd shells are displayed in Fig. 4 for
each selected value of the quantum-dot height, and the con-
vergence of the states in the triplets is demonstrated by add-
ing thin horizontal lines, which represent the electron ener-
gies in the SQD. Note that the strain lifts the energies of the
even states above the level in the SQD, which reverts bond-
ing to antibonding behavior for thick spacers. The increase of
the 1le

+ energies indicate that the quantum mechanical cou-
pling is ineffective for thick spacers, but opposes the strain,
leading to a local maximum for a certain value ofd and
finally reverting the behavior to bonding-like for thin spac-
ers. The distanced=d0, where the overshoot is largest, indi-
cates that the effect of strain on the electron energy is sup-
pressed by the quantum mechanical coupling. Ford.d0 the
electron energy levels are dominantly determined by strain,
while for d,d0 electron coupling between the two quantum
dots produces the downward shifts; therefore, we considerd0

as the distance at which quantum mechanical coupling be-
comes important and refer it to as thecoupling length. In the
strain-free systems, where the effective potentials due to
band offsets are constrained to the dots,d0 tends to infinity.
The coupling lengthd0 depends on(1) the electron orbital
momentum, which diminishes the impact of strain by impart-
ing more kinetic energy to the electrons, and(2) the height of
the quantum dot, which alters the distribution of the strain
field. A largerd0 is found for largerle and thinner quantum
dots.

According to the number of dots present in the system,
one may anticipate splitting of the SQD hole levels into trip-
lets. However, the hole levels, shown in Fig. 5, do not exhibit
a simple triplet structure. Only for larged do the different
levels converge to a triplet whose interlevel distance de-

FIG. 3. Variations of the extrema of the effective potentials in
the three bands alongsr=0,zd as function of the spacer thickness.
The stack consists of 3-nm-high quantum dots.(a) The CB maxi-
mum is shown by the dashed line in the upper part, while the CB
minimum is displayed by the solid line in the lower part.(b) The
maxima of the hh(solid line) and lh (dashed line) effective poten-
tials. (c) The minima of the hh(solid line) and lh (dashed line)
effective potentials.

FIG. 4. The splitting of the CB energy levels in the TDM, for(a)
h=2 nm,(b) h=3 nm, and(c) h=4 nm. The even- and odd-electron
states are indicated by the solid and dashed lines, respectively. The
values of the coupling length in different shells are indicated by the
arrows. The shaded areas represent the energy continuum.
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creases with increasingd. Decreasing the thickness of the
spacer in the regime of hole localization labeled by I in Figs.
5(a) and 5(b), a maximum in the energy of the 1S3/2

± and
1S1/2

± states is reached, after which the bonding behavior fol-
lows. Then the hole localization enters the II regime, where
the confinement of the light holes in the spacer suppresses
the confinement of the heavy holes inside the dots. In the III
regime of hole localization—i.e., ford,3 nm—there exists
a near degeneracy of states in doublets, which is mainly a
result of the existence of large effective quantum dots for the
light holes in the matrix, as manifested in the PD distribu-
tion, displayed below. Figure 5 shows that each untwining of
the doublets is associated with an anticrossing. States of
equal parity strongly anticross neard=3 nm. The depen-
dence of the 1S3/2

± , 1S1/2
± , and 1P5/2

± energy levels is shown in
Fig. 5(c) and variation offh of the ground hole state withd is
shown in Fig. 5(d), respectively. In the SQD the ground hole
state has theS3/2

+ symmetry, but in the TDM’s, quantum me-
chanical coupling between holes and different localizations
of the heavy and light holes enables the 1S1/2

± states to be the

ground state for 0,d,2.8 nm and also for
5.7 nm,d,15.1 nm. As Figs. 2(e) and 2(f) indicated, the
decrease of the hh effective potential energy inside the cen-
tral dot in the I regime favors the localization of the heavy
holes near the radial boundary, and the effective potential
well for the light holes is too weak to localize them in the
spacers. Due to the mixing of the hole states, the 1P5/2

+ state
becomes the ground hole state which occurs near the switch-
ing of the hole localization from the spacer to the matrix.
This occurs in the narrow range ofd from 2.8 to 3.9 nm.

To inspect more closely the binding of holes in the
TDM’s, we plot in Figs. 6(a)–6(c) the PD of the groundfh
=3/2 triplet, composed of the states 1S3/2

+ , 1S3/2
− , and 2S3/2

+ .
The hole clouds in Fig. 6 are shown ford=1, 3, 6, 10, and
20 nm, and also the distribution of the hole PD in the 1S3/2

+

SQD state is shown separately at the right of the three panels.
For spacers as thin as 1 nm, the hole clouds are localized in
the matrix, where the large effective quantum dots for the
light holes arise due to strain. As related to the doublet struc-
ture and near degeneracy of the states shown in Fig. 5(a), the
PD distributions in the 1S3/2

+ and 1S3/2
− states are similar. Al-

though the confining potential allows the localization of the
heavy holes in the central dot, no considerable parts of the
heavy holes are found ford=1 nm. When the distance be-
tween the dots increases to 3 nm, the lh clouds outside the
stack fade and relocate to the spacer regions. The 1S3/2

− and
2S3/2

− states anticross in the range 3 nm,d,6 nm, which
leads to an exchange of their spatial localizations. The 2S3/2

+

and 2S3/2
− and also 3S3/2

+ and 3S3/2
− levels are twined for

d,9.5 nm(see Fig. 5). The anticrossings between the levels
of equal parity untwine the doublets, which results in a relo-
cation of the holes in the 2S3/2

+ state. When increasingd from
10 to 20 nm, the lh clouds in the 1S3/2

+ and 2S3/2
+ states de-

crease, which positions the holes mainly inside the dots. Due
to the larger confining potential for the heavy holes in the
satellite quantum dots[see Figs. 2(b) and 2(e)], the PD’s of
the 1S3/2

± states ford=20 nm are composed of two larger
clouds in the satellite dots, while the holes in the 2S3/2

+ state
are localized in the central dot.

The reconfiguration due to quantum mechanical coupling
and strain is also present in theS1/2

± hole states in the TDM’s,
as shown for the 1S1/2

+ , 1S1/2
− , and 2S1/2

+ states in Figs.
7(a)–7(c). The PD distributions in the highest-energy states
of both parities in the SQD’s are shown separately at the
right of the three panels. The doublet structure of the first
two states is apparent in the leftmost column of Fig. 7. Sepa-
rating the quantum dots furnishes more space for the light
holes in the spacer regions; therefore, they transfer from the
matrix to the dots, which additionally gives rise to anticross-
ings between the hole levels in the range from 2 to 4 nm
[see Fig. 5(b)]. As a consequence, the hole wave functions
are substantially reconstructed. Even though the extrema of
the effective potentials favor heavy holes in case of thick
spacers, the value ofFh=" /2 does not allow for the hh state
to contribute noticeably, and the light holes dominate ford
=10 nm. When continuing towardsd=20 nm, the hh clouds
emerge in all three states due to anticrossings. Ford
=20 nm, the hole PD’s of all three states resemble those of
uncoupled quantum dots, which indicates that the reconstruc-
tion is almost completed ford=20 nm. However, the 2S1/2

+

FIG. 5. The VB levels in TDM’s as a function of the spacer
thickness for(a) S3/2

± states,(b) S1/2
± states, and(c) the highest-

energy VB states ofS3/2
± , S1/2

± , and P5/2
± symmetries.(d) fh of the

ground hole state as it varies with the thickness of the spacer. The
dot height is 3 nm, and the radius is 8 nm. The highest-energy SQD
states and the different regimes of hole localization for the 1S3/2

+ and
1S1/2

+ states are explicitly labeled. The shaded area on the right
shows the position of the energy levels in a SQD. The ground state
of holes is denoted by solid dots(P) if it is even and by open
circles (s) if it is odd.
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PD distribution appears to be similar to the PD distribution
of the 1S1/2

+ SQD state and is likely to be transferred to the
1S1/2

+ TDM state for even thicker spacers. The difference
between the PD distributions of the 1S1/2

+ and 1S1/2
− states for

d=20 nm arises from the opposite parity, which effectively
removes the hole clouds from the central dot in the 1S1/2

−

state.

C. Exciton states

Both electron and hole zone-center states exhibit double
Kramers degeneracy; therefore,each exciton energy is four-
fold degenerate. Examples of these quartets are

s17ad

Q1
− = fS−1↑

− S+2↑
+ S+1↓

+ S−2↓
− g, s17bd

Q2
+ = fS0↑

+ S+1↑
− S−1↓

+ S0↓
− g, s17cd

and

s17dd

The superscripts here are chosen according to the ordering of

FIG. 6. The PD’s of the high-
est energyS3/2 VB triplet in the
TDM for h=3 nm andd=1, 3, 6,
10, and 20 nm:(a) the 1S3/2

+ state,
(b) the 1S3/2

− state, and(c) the
2S3/2

+ state. The PD distribution of
holes in the 1S3/2

+ SQD state is
shown to the right of the three
panels. GS denotes the ground
states, and the dot boundaries are
indicated by the dashed lines.

FIG. 7. The PD distribution
for the three highest-energyfh

=1/2 VB states in the TDM, com-
posed ofh=3 nm high quantum
dots, as function of the spacer
thickness, for the same five values
of d as in Fig. 6: (a) the 1S1/2

+

state, (b) the 1S1/2
− state, and(c)

the 2S1/2
+ state. The ground state is

indicated by GS and the dot
boundaries by the dashed lines.
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the SQD exciton states; i.e., 1Q1
+ and 1Q2

+ states have the
lowest energies among the four displayed quartets in the
SQD. The selection rules for the zone-center periodic parts
of the Bloch states allow that only some exciton states in the
quartets are optically active, which is indicated by the boxes
around the labels of the exciton states and the subscripts
which denote the light polarization. For the quartet given in
Eq. (17a), for example, theS−1↑

+ andS+1↓
− are bright exciton

states, while theS+2↑
− andS−2↓

+ appear as dark.
The different behavior of electrons and holes withd in-

creases the complexity of the exciton spectra with respect to
the analyzed single-particle electronic structures. The elec-
tron states adhere to thes+ symmetry in the ground state, in
contrast to thez projection of the angular momentum of the
ground hole states which depends ond. These peculiarities
are reflected in the exciton energy levels as function ofd, as
shown in Fig. 8 for the lowest-energyQ1

± andQ2
± quartets in

the 2-, 3-, and 4-nm-high quantum dots, respectively. All
exciton energies in the TDM exhibit triplet ordering and
overshoots on the SQD exciton energy levels. Larger over-
shoots, which are shifted towards lowerd, are found here
than in the electron spectra and consequently cannot be
solely attributed to the electrons. The quantum mechanical
coupling turns all exciton levels into bonding for thin spac-
ers, and all levels approach the states in the SQD much faster
than the hole levels, which may be ascribed to the Coulomb
interaction. The SQD energies of theQ1

+ andQ2
+ quartets are

displayed as the horizontal lines in the gray areas at the right
of Fig. 8. The ground exciton state for thick(thin) spacers is
provided by the 1Q1

± s1Q2
±d quartet and decays forh=2 nm

andd*2 nm, chiefly due to the less pronounced variation of
the hole energy levels for larged,27 while a local minimum is
found in the exciton spectra for the other two selected values
of the quantum-dot height.

The exciton localization in TDM’s is similar to the hole
localization as a function ofd, as shown by the diagrams of
the 2DPD distributions in the optically active 1Q1

+ and 1Q2
−

exciton quartets in Figs. 9(a) and 9(b), respectively. The
2DPD’s of the SQD exciton states are given to the right of
the main panels. We find that the extent of the exciton 2DPD
is reduced with respect to the PD of holes(see Figs. 6 and 7).
Since the electrons are localized inside the quantum dots, the
relocation of holes mainly induces the relocation of the ex-
citon wave functions in TDM’s whend varies. Whend in-
creases from 1 to 3 nm, the exciton clouds shift from the
matrix to the spacers and also span the central quantum dot.
Further increase ofd removes the cloud from the central dot,
while those in the satellite dots remain. The evolution of the
exciton 2DPD in the 1Q2

− exciton quartet passes through a
few phases, with a ring-shaped exciton cloud constrained to
the satellite quantum dots emerging ford=20 nm.

Due to the largest hh part in the hole states, the SQD
exciton states are mainly composed of the heavy holes, as
shown in the gray areas in Figs. 10(a) and 10(b), for the 1Q1

+

and 1Q2
+ SQD quartets, respectively. For thick spacers, the

composition of the TDM is also dominated by the heavy
holes, as shown in Figs. 10(a) and 10(b) for the optically
active 1Q1

+ and 1Q2
− states. On the other hand, for lowd, the

exciton states of both quartets are mainly composed of light
holes, while the crossings between different parts take place
in the intermediate region. The sharp features in Fig. 10 are

FIG. 8. Variations of the energies of the even-exciton states in
TDM’s with the spacer thickness. The lowest energyQ1

± and Q2
±

exciton quartets are shown. The solid and thick dashed lines show
Q1

+ and Q2
+ energy levels, respectively, while the dotted and thin

dashed lines display the energies of theQ1
− and Q2

− quartets,
respectively.

FIG. 9. The spacer-thickness-
induced variations in the exciton
2DPD, for(a) the 1Q1

+ quartet and
(b) the 1Q2

− quartet. Five values of
the spacer thickness are selected
to show the evolution of the prob-
ability density in the TDM com-
posed of 3-nm-high quantum dots.
For each state, the distribution of
the PD in the SQD is displayed in
a separate figure to the right of the
main panels. The interfaces be-
tween the dots and the matrix are
indicated by the dashed lines.
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produced by anticrossings, andpso is generated by the mix-
ing between the so and lh bands. Ford=0 this amounts to
11% and 12% of the total probability in the 1Q1

+ and 1Q2
−

TDM quartets, respectively, while for the exciton states in
the SQD they are almost of no relevance. All parts converge
well to the values in the single quantum dot asd increases.

D. Comparison with experiment

The SAQD’s realized by present growth techniques ex-
hibit a variety of shapes—e.g., pyramids, truncated pyra-
mids, cones, lenses, and disks. The knowledge of shape and
size is of paramount importance for a good comparison be-
tween theory and experiment. However, the strain present
during the growth manifest itself in an increase of the lateral
quantum-dot dimensions as subsequent layers are added to
the stack, which may lead to a localization of particles
mainly in one of the dots in the stack, thereby affecting the
symmetry of the electronic structure in quantum-dot mol-
ecules. A good control of size and shape in the vertical di-
rection is also spoiled by a possible compositional intermix-
ing between the dot and matrix. Hence, currently fabricated
quantum-dot molecules are systems with an asymmetry, and
InP/ InGaP quantum-dot molecules are no exception, as pre-
sented in Ref. 28 and analyzed by magnetophotolumines-
cence techniques in Ref. 16. The large difference between
the experimental and theoretical conditions is especially em-
phasized for thin quantum dots where a small variation of the
dimensions brings about a large modification of the energy
spectra.

Despite all differences in the experimental and theoretical
conditions, we compared the experimental data with our the-

oretical results in Fig. 11. The sharp features in the computed
curves arise from either anticrossings or angular momentum
transitions in the ground state. The experimental photolumi-
nescence energy ford→`, shown by the box at the right of
Fig. 11 is close to the result for theh=2 nm high quantum
dot, as indeed found for the height of the analyzed quantum
dots, but the energies in the TDM are closer toh=3 or 4 nm.
The discrepancy between theory and experiment is most
probably caused by a poor control of the vertical and lateral
dimensions of the quantum dots and the presence of possible
compositional intermixing between the dot and matrix. Un-
fortunately, at present no scanning tunneling microscopy
(STM) study of overgrown InP/ In0.49Ga0.51P quantum dots
and quantum-dot molecules has been made. Furthermore, the
measurements were done for only three values ofd, which
represent an incomplete set of data to preclude a high-quality
comparison between theory and experiment and especially to
verify the increase of the transition energies above the level
in the SQD found by our approach.

Aside from the poor quantitative comparison between ex-
periment and theory for the value of the exciton energy, we
may nevertheless state that the experimentally derived con-
clusions about the hole spatial localization16 are confirmed
by our theoretical analysis. As a matter of fact, the large
contribution of the light holes, mainly localized in the spacer
for d*3 nm, is found in our model. Our theoretical ap-
proach provides refinements of both the experimental find-
ings and the single-band model,26 and gives much deeper
insight into the coupling of holes in the strained quantum-dot
molecules.

IV. CONCLUSION

We considered the energy levels of electrons, holes, and
excitons in self-assembled quantum-dot molecules which
consist of three vertically arranged InP/ InGaP quantum dots,
with staggered type-II band alignment in the unstrained case.
The quantum dots have cylindrical shape and are symmetri-
cally arranged in the stacks, which enabled us to introduce
the axial approximation for the electronic structure and to
classify states according to their parity. The effects of the
varying distance between the dots on the electron, hole, and
exciton energies and their wave functions were studied. We

FIG. 10. The dependence of the relative contributions of the
different VB’s in the ground even-exciton states in the TDM:(a)
1Q1

+ and(b) 1Q2
− states. The height(radius) of each quantum dot is

3 nm s8 nmd. The hh parts are indicated by the solid lines, and the
dashed lines indicate the lh part, while the so parts are shown by the
dotted lines. The horizontal lines in the gray areas denote the cor-
responding SQD values.

FIG. 11. Variations of the ground exciton energies withd, com-
puted for three values of the quantum-dot height, are compared with
the experimental results shown by the boxes. The box at the right of
the main figure is the transition energy in the SQD.
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found that the strain counteracts quantum mechanical cou-
pling in the conduction band for large distance between the
dots, producing antibonding lowest-energy states in thes, p,
andd shells. Binding of the holes in quantum-dot molecules
is basically established by the light holes located in the spac-
ers. For thin spacerssd,1 nmd, however, holes settle in the
matrix near the bases of the stack. As a consequence, hole
states appear as doublets of nearly degenerate states for small
d. Similar to electrons, the lowest-exciton-energy levels of
different angular momenta in quantum-dot molecules exceed
the ground-state energy of the single quantum dot, but as a
result of the mixing between the valence bands and strain
variation with the spacer thickness, both maxima and minima
of the hole energies as function ofd are found. Depending on
the height, exciton energies may oscillate withd, and they

are split by only a few meV. Moreover, the ground exciton
states exhibit angular momentum transitions. Our results on
the positional localization of the hole and electron confirm
qualitatively the magnetophotoluminescence experiments in
a pulsed magnetic field of Ref. 16.
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